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Rising in Fear

In our parsha we learn that the “Land of Moriah,” which Rashi explains refers to
Yerushalayim, is a hilly area. The Beit HaMikdash is to be built on a hill that is surrounded by hills
all around. While seemingly this topological feature of the Yerushalayim area has been constant
since creation, the midrash describes the origin and significance of these hills: 1
Originally this place [the site of the Beit HaMikdash] was a deep [valley]. Once God decided to
rest his Shechina there and to make it into the Beit HaMikdash, He said: ‘It is not proper for a
king to dwell in a valley, but rather in an elevated and beautiful area that is visible to all.’
Immediately, God hinted to the perimeter of the valley that it should gather together and become
a mountain… This is the reason that it is called “Mount Moriah” as the mountain was created
from the fear of Hashem.

The midrash explains that the fear of God caused the valley to contract and rise into a mountain.
What is the meaning behind this fantastic tale? What does the topological origin of Yerushalayim
teach us about our holy city?
Perhaps on layer of meaning emerges from the midrash’s final conclusion that the mountain
was created from the fear of Hashem. While in the context of the midrash’s narrative this means that
the ground itself feared God to such a great extent that it did the impossible and rose to become a
mountain, the imagery of the fear of God causing something to rise is striking. We generally think of
fear as a paralyzing and stymying force. When one fears what lies ahead then one cannot move
forward or grow as a person. From this perspective, it would be impossible for fear to be the
motivating factor that leads to such unprecedented growth.
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Midrash Tanchuma Yayeira siman 22.
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However, the exception to this rule is the fear of God. Fearing Hashem is paradoxically the
greatest catalyst for personal growth and flourishment. Even while one is overwhelmed and
overawed by God, this feeling does not crush a person but rather motivates them to even greater
expressions of the divine service.
Now we can return to the imagery of the midrash. It is powerful that the mountain of Hashem
– the closest place on earth to God – rises to these heights specifically due to the fear of Hashem. As
opposed to fear of humans or the elements that shrinks a person, the fear of Hashem is the key to
elevating oneself on the mountain of Hashem.
This paradoxical feeling is supposed to be replicated every time we enter Yerushalayim. The
simultaneous rush of awe that creates an initial recoil but eventual attraction and motivator for growth
and closeness is the hallmark of our holy city, a city built on a mountain that was raised through the
fear of Hashem.
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